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ABSTRACT
Consisting of nine individualized inservice packets,

the Teaching Teen Reading Series describes reading procedures
applicable to instruction in all subjects in the elementary, middle,
and secondary school. The third packet provides teachers with
information and instructional guidelines for assisting students to
read for specific facts, literal comprehension being the first level
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FOREWORD

The American dream of opportunity through education has been
an inspiration and a reality to millions and millions. Equipping
students with the skills of reading is fundamental to this essential
contribution of our schools. It is well recognized that the ability
to read and the active use of reading are cornerstones supporting
the foundation of lifetime learning Personal fulfillment, positive
self-concept, participating citizenship, and meeting the demands
of job and society are dependent upon effective reading.

All teachers are teachers of reading, individualizing and person-
alizing learning of all students on the ability spectrum. Without
the acquisition of reading skills, the content of any subject area
remains untapped and inaccessible between the covers of books.
The students presently enrolled in our schools will live part of
their lives in the 21st century. The need is to assure them of read-
ing skills with which to cope with the rapid and ever-expanding
stockpile of information and book-stored knowledge.

The Department of Education is the agency through which the
Ohio General Assembly expresses its response to the will of the
citizenry on matters of education. Reflective of this, legislation
was enacted which made provision for the department to make
available inservice materials and services for elementary and
secondary school teachers. Hence, the Division of Educational
Redesign and Renewal is responsible for the development of
stand-free inservice education materials which may be used indi-
vidually by teachers or by teacher leaders working together with
small groups of colleagues. The materials are designed to give
condensed professional information which will meet an instruc-
tional need or interest.

Because reading incorporates the principles of accountability for
all teachers, The Teaching Teen Reading Series was prepared
as a helpful resource for the teachers of upper elementary, middle
and secondary schools. The content fuses with the use of any
print materials supplied within the schools.

The post-Vietnam period offers an opportunityand an impera-
tiveto strive for excellence surpassing all prior achievements in
our nation's scholastic history. It is our hope that these and other
inservice materials will be beneficial to teacher endeavor toward
achieving that excellence.
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INTRODUCTION

WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE?
The purpose of this Individualized Inservice Packet is to give
teachers information and instructional guidelines to assist students
to read for specific facts. Literal comprehension is the first and
less complex level of gaining meaning from the printed page. This
reading skill is used to locate explicitly stated information. Inter-
pretive comprehension follows in the developmental sequence
(Packet IV).

This packet deals with a basic reading skill which applies to varied
types of reading and to any subject area. The content does not
refer to any particular print materials but may be used with the
books, reference sets, periodicals and other resources already in
use at the school.
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OBJECTIVE

LITERAL
COM PREHENSION
IN THE
CONTENT AREAS

To enable the teacher to instruct students to read for specific facts
and details

INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPT

Literal comprehension is the primary level of getting meaning from
the printed page. It entails locating information for specific answers
to factual questions. No interpretation of the facts is involved
through the recognition of inherent relationships. Generally, word
or sentence location is a simple endeavor and results in immediate
rather than lasting recall.

Because some readers possess this level of functioning and the
literal level is the foundation for the expansion of comprehension, it
is one of the many uses of reading.

The literal level of comprehension focuses upon finding facts and
detail in the content. it is a means to understanding.

7
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SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

1 LOCATING INFORMATION EXPLICITLY STATED IN THE
SELECTION

The purpose is to teach the student to read for factual information.
The learner needs knowledge obtained from facts through read-
ing. Otherwise, his response will be based on chance.

Content ExampleMathematics

t.,

4

i", , f . . i

Excerpt Those Amazing Computers Uses of Modern Thinking Machines Melvin Berger (The
John Day Company New York)

Suggested Teaching Tactic

The learner's attention is di-
rected to the facts and details
of what he is reading. Through
experience he comes to real-
ize that literal information
must be substantiated by ex-
plicit words or sentences. A
key tactic for encouraging
learner attention is purpose
setting. He is directed to the
specific cues necessary for
discerning the facts and
details.

WHO? WHAT? WHEN?
WHERE?

Using the purpose setting
formula, direct the student to
make tally marks on a piece of
paper under the appropriate
question. These would repre-

8

Draw from the student what
he knows about computers.
List his ideas on the chalk-
board.

Read silently to determine the
answer.

What does a computer do?

The computer works very
much the way you do when
you solve problems.



Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

sent the factual details in
the selection.

Provide the key words used in
the selection. Direct the stu-
dent to read to locate addi-
tional information.

Give the student tactual ques-
tions to which he is to find
specific answers. Initially,
teacher guidance could be
given through the provision of
page, column, and paragraph
where the answer can be lo-
cated. The teacher deter-
mines those who continue to
need this type of assistance.

program
input
output

central processor
memory
control unit

1. Locate the word which
means the steps of the
computer's work.

2. What part of the computer
does the actual calcula-
tion?

3. What is the computer's
answer called?

Gwen a short informative selection, the student locates the answers to factual
questions. In response he uses the specific words of the author.

The criterion for mastery is 80 percent. The material should be appropriate to
the reading ability of the student If he is unable to read, the measurement may
be changed to a listening task.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

2 DETERMINING KEY WORDS WHICH TRIGGER
COMPREHENSION ON THE LITERAL LEVEL

Content ExampleCurrent Events

rmat702.0"

sg
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Suggested Teaching Tactic

The teacher direction is for
the student to circle the
words which trigger the literal
comprehension of the major
points of a news article.

I'

...

Excerpt The New York Times (February 3, 1974)

The teacher asks the student
to reread and answer:

WHO?
WHAT?
WHERE?
WHEN?

Suggested
Criterion Given a selection, the student will identify those words or phrases which answer

Referenced these key questions: WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE?
Measurement

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

10

3 RECALLING FROM MEMORY INFORMATION
EXPLICITLY STATED IN THE SELECTION

Competence with the location of information precedes the devel-
opment of recall skills.

Since recall is a memory task, the learner will remember best those
things to which he is directed. The learner gains confidence through
answering the key questions. Following his response he should be
encouraged to return to the material to confirm his answer.
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Content Er-ampleScience

"Excerpt Tne Power Above The Power Beiow F Henanan Science Year The World
Boo Sc --nce Ann..a, (Field Enterprises Edu 'ational Corporation 1973)

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Using the purpose-setting
formula. direct the student to
read the selection. Following
completion of the assigned
reading. instruct the learner
to provide from memory all
possible details in each of the
appropriate categories.

Prior to reading. give the stu-
dent the key words used in
the selection (Those words
which answer the key ques-
tions. WHO WHAT'? WHEN?
WHERE?) After reading. ask
him to recall additional infor-
mation related to the key
words. Again, provide oppor-
tunities for self cor.irmation
of responses.

Give the student factual
questions which are to be an-
swered from memory fol"-m-
ing the reading assignment.

Put the following questions on
the board before the student
reads the article:
1. Who is drilling?
2. What are they seeking?
3. Does the article tell when

the source of energy will be
exhausted?

4. Where is this extinct
volcano?

physicists
scientists
engineers
drilling
testing
southern Rocky Mountains
northern Arizona
turbines

Who is testing mirror devices?
Where are they working? What
are the engineers using?

12
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Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

Given a short informative selection. the learner recalls the answers to factual
questions

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

4 IDENTIFYING A QUESTION ON THE LITERAL LEVEL

Content ExampleMathematics

12
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Suggested Teaching Tactic

Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

Literal questions can be answered by specific words or sentences.
The teacher sets the purpose prior to silent reading, directing at-
tention to facts and details. The student will locate and recall best
those points previously identified through purpose setting cues

The teacher gives the purpose-setting formula before silent
reading

WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE?

Set reading purpose by directing the silent reading through the
presentation of key questions:

On page 175. what names are given to the circle and half cir-
cle chosen as the earth's axes'?

What is measured in degrees north and south from the
equator?

What is measured in degrees east and west from the prime
meridian'?

Find the sentence on page 176 which tells how any point on
the earth may be located. Copy it on your paper.

Givon a sho:t passage in which n Lw terms are introduced along with their defi-
nitions the learner will supply the appropriate responses The use of the key
questions will determine whether the learner 'viii recall or locate the term or its
definition

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

5 ORGANIZING INFORMATION INTO GIVEN
CATEGORIES

Content ExampleSocial Studies

. Obio

-YOk
Toledo F.011

William Benry Harrison
Log Cabin Campaign=,'

13
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Suggested Teaching Tactic

Give the words from the content which answer key questions and
represent the author's main point:

Ask students to place the key words in the proper categories.

WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE?
1. 1. 1 1.

2. 2. 2. 2
3. 3. 3. 3.
4. 4. 4. 4.
5 5. 5. 5.

Content ExampleLiterature

E-iiicerot Counterpoint in blerature, Pooley Daniel Farrell G'ommon and Niles (Scott Fores-
man ana Co 1967, 373

Suggested Teaching Tactic

With the student decide on categorical headings. Have the stu-
dent give words which relate to the classifications. (The chalkboard
is used for this introductory class participation activity.)

Following silent reading, discussion and enjoyment of the poem,
have the student locate all the nouns in tne poem and place them
in categories of:

People

14

Places Things

or



Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

Identify the nouns, verbs, and adjectives in the poem. Place them
in their respective categories.

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

Given a passage of indeterminate length, the student will organize those words
from the passage under the appropriate category headings The words may be
either provided or located by the student, according to teacher direction.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

PURPOSE SETTING BY THE STUDENT PRIOR TO
W READING AS AN AID TO LOCATING AND RECALLING

INFORMATION EXPLICITLY STATED IN THE
SELECTION

Mastery of location and recall skills does not necessarily mean
that the student is able to establish his own purposes before read-
ing. The teacher provides guidance prior to silent reading by
directing the student's attention to the WHO? WHAT? WHEN? and
WHERE? in the content This direction diminishes only when the
student makes appropriate responses to the key questions inde-
pendently.
The following activity may help students to realize the importance
of key questions.

Content Example

A telegram is a good example of information conveyed through
key points only:

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Ask the learner to set pi It-poses for himself. He formulates his own
questions prior to and while reading. Listing of these questions will
help the student predict the factual input. After reading, he sees
how many questions he is able to answer. hcw many facts wee
not stated, and how many facts he had not predicted.

15
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Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

Build literal questions using the key points provided in the
telegram.

1. WHO?

2. WHAT?

3. WHEN?

4. WHERE?

Further development of this process involves building the infor-
mation given into a paragraph which includes the key points.

Given a selection. the student will survey and construct questions reflecting
his prediction of the main points to be identified. Having read the material.
the learner will then answer the questions

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

7 MATCHING AND LABELING

Content ExampleScience

16
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Excerpts Drugs Alcohol Tobacco and Human Behavior Ohio Department of Education
,Educational Research Council of America 1973) 32

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Meafurement

Following the teaching of the vocabulary both for decoding and
meaning and directed silent reading, direct students to match the
Central Nervous System Area with its related function.
(Match the area number with the appropriate function.)

Ask the student to label the drawing by using the names of The
Central Nervous System Area.

Given a list of terms and a list of their definitions. the student will match each
term with its definition

Given a diagram and a list of terms. the student will label the area indicated with
the appropriate term

(These measurements may be done in conjunction with each other or sepa-
rately.)

18
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SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

UTILIZING MULTIPLE CHOICE

Content ExampleScience

Excerpt ScienceExpenment and Discovery Davis Burnett Gross and Prichard (Holt
Rinehart ari Winston 1969) 218-219

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Selection among multiples requires not only the location of key
words but the understanding of meaning. Multiple choice is a learn-
ing activity which follows directed reading and thorough discussion
of the content.

Direct the student to select one or more choices to complete the
sentences.

1. To make glucose a plant
must have
a water, carbon dioxide,

sand and sunlight
b. water, chlorophyll, soil

and sunlight
c. water, carbon dioxide,

chlorophyll and sunlight
d. water, carbon monox-

ide, chlorophyll and
sunlight

18

e. water, sunlight, heat
and soil

2 The food of green plants is
made
a. in the leaves
b. in the root
c. under the bark
d. only in the buds

3. Photosynthesis is



Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

a. a waste product of the
plant

b. the process by which
the plant changes
water and carbon diox-
ide into glucose and
oxygen

c. the process by which
new leaves are manu-
factured

d. the process by which
leaves collect the sun's
rays

Given a series of multiple choice items, the learner will malcc those selections
which will complete the measurement activity.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

9 LOCATING CAUSE AND EFFECT

Content ExampleScience

Excerpt Scinnr,e 2 Experrnent and Discovery Davis BJrnett Gross and Prichard (Holt
Rinenart and Winston 1969) 181

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Following preparatory class discussion of cause and effect with
many examples, introduce the vocabulary of key content words
which trigger meaning and set the purposes for silent reading.

.0 20
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Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

After class discussion of the content, ask the student to match
the causes with the effects:

CAUSES EFFECTS

explosion new mountain
layers of lava rocks hurled
Paricutin formed scientists watching

Given stated causes and effects from a passage. the student will match each
effect with its cause.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

114;) RECALLING CAUSE AND EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS

Content Ex ampleHistory

u17,14't

ate
eten
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Excerpt Ohio Geography -4-isstotv- Government Carl H Roberts (Laid law Brothers 1969)

Suggested Teaching Tactic

Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

After vocabulary introduction and purposeful silent reading, ask
for memory responses from the content. Teacher questions are
directed toward securing recall of reasons stated in the narrative.
Guidance is given by drawing attention to cause and effect clue
words which may include because, due to, therefore, on ac-
count of, since, and the like.

Questions typical of cause and effect recall are

1. Why didn't the school attendance law of 1877 do very much
good?

2. Why did some factory owners fight compulsory education laws?

Given a passage containing stated cause and effect relationships, the student
will identify either the cause or effect as requested.

SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

11 FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

Content ExampleMathematics

Excerpt MathematicsAn Integrated Series Book One Price Peak and Jones (Harcourt,
Brace and World 1965)

21
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Suggested Teaching Tactic

Suggested
Criterion
Referenced
Measurement

Thoughtful teaching for using content to fol:ow directions calls
attention to relationships and to understanding the correspon-
dence of their meaning.

Opportunities to learn this skill include demonstrating the use of an
object, performing an experiment, drawing charts, classifying like
and unlike substances, developing techniques for interviewing,
making maps. ana keeping records.

Teaching how to follow directions begins with one-step directions,
and proceeds to those which will involve two steps. Then three or
more steps may be introduced and finally directions for which the
number of steps is not stated explicitly.

Teacher preparation includes selecting and formulating directions
from the subject matter.

Extend the example of reading and using maps by giving direc-
tions similar to the following:

1. Locate the coordinates of each of these cities:

Ponce
Caguas
Ensenada
Humacao
Aguadilla
Playa de Ponce

2. Circle the city closest to:

Fajardo

3. Make an X on the city that is between:

Manati
Isabela

4. Draw a line from Isabela to the city that is the farthest from
Isabela within the square A-8. Then continue that line to each of
the cities in the B squares that is the closest to the A squares.

Given a series of directions. the learner will follow them. his accuracy to be
judged from the end product of his efforts.

24
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SUGGESTED APPLICATION WITH LEARNERS

DEVELOPING LITERAL SKILLS THROUGH THE USE
OF PUZZLES

Content ExampleMusic

, "`"niff',1`fr$
1414. "`

. A

ic.1,41

_6

Excerpt Discoverng 7^goV.e' Leonard krone Wolfe Fullerton (Follett Educational
Corporation 19701 112

Suggested Teaching Tactic

24

Puzzles relate directly to the meaning of literal comprehension
for they call for locating specific answers to factual questions by
finding contextual facts and detail. Construct various word games
which may apply to the content of any subject area.

The student both enjoys and learns from building word games, as
well.

An example for the teacher given below follows literal skills.

Direct the student to use the selection content to complete the
puzzle by

1 filling in the blank, quoting, directly from the text.

2. locating the correct term, having been given the description.

2 5
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SELFCORRECTIVE
POST TEST

I. Can sou name four kin questions %%Inch trigger literal comprehension?

les P.irti.ill No

2. Do sou know hors to identify questions on the literal liner

Yes Partial Is No

3 Are sou able to construct meaningful questions on the literal level of compre-
hension

Yes Partialls No

4 Can sou name six forms of literal comprehension?

1 es Partiall No

5. Can sou construct exercises usmg these different forms?

\ es Partiall

6. floss mans of these forms has e you utilized in the teaching of sour last content
unit'

Increased Lompetence %salt the meaningful use of literal comprehension can best
he demonstrated through immediate application to sour content area. Therefore.
as sou think in terms of sour long range plans. select a unit of content vet to be
taught t Wye this opportunity for self-studs and construct literal comprehension
actin ties. Remember that these will he especially useful with those students whose
current achiesement is adequat.: only for this level. Hoss,:ver. for all students.
literal comprehension is the foundation for learning at higher tes els.

27
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GLOSSARY
Cause and effect clue %ords

Cause and effect

Contextual facts

Criterion referenced measurement

Decoding

Directed silent reading

Factual questioas

literal comprehension

\Iultiple choice

those terms which call attention to re-
lated happenings within the content of
the material because, due to, therefore,
on account of, since

happenings or actions related in that
one produces the other

circumstances which surround a word
or passage and throw light upon its
meaning

evaluation based upon a standard of
performance relative to a particular
competence

the translation of printed word hack
into speech since printed material can
he thought of as speech written down

step two in the instructional cycle of
readinl.,i. It is preceded by presenting
background experiences and vocabu-
la r \ development Students read silently
onk after receiving direction through
the purpose setting formula. WHO?
IA HAT? WHEN? WHERE?

to ask students for that information
which is stated in the material

the primary level of getting meaning
from the printed page. It focuses upon
locating and/or recalling facts and de-
tails in the content

requires the understanding of key
words as they are found in a particular
context

Purpose setting formula WHO? WHAT? WHEN? WHERE?

a means of directing the learner's at-
tention to the specific cues necessary
for discerning the facts and details.
This teaching tactic precedes directed
silent reading

Recall the teacher asks for memory responses
on the content which are usually quickly
learned and quickly forgotten

29
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